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Inops is a 3D action platformer which transposes some of the conventions of video games into a
hand drawn style. Instead of jumping, slinging and swapping, Inops players use a highly intuitive and
unique split or merge system to solve environmental puzzles and get through the level. The player

controls a wide variety of inops in the environment, to make their way to the goal. Key Features ● 3
Different Story Missions ● Various Inops with distinct abilities ● Hundreds of Addictive Levels ●

Stunning hand drawn graphics and hand-crafted animation ● Various inop shapes and sizes ● Mini
games like minesweeper and Sudoku How to Play: Inops is a 3D platformer where you will play as an
inop. The game is built around the unique split and merge system, where a player can either merge
two or split a inop. Merging splits into inops creates resist-able units, allowing the player to jump and

repel hazards or solve objects. Splitting creates more inops, which can be used either to solve
puzzles or fend off enemies, becoming a single big inop when needed. Use Inops ability to split your
inops by holding space and tapping either button, and merge using the same method. You can only

split after a merge happens or the merge counter decrements. Go through each level until you reach
the end, and then save as many inops as you can. Conclusion: The demo has 3 objectives, and they

are: 1) Finish the objective 2) Save all inops and get as many stars as you can 3) Score the most
points as possible Addictive and challenging, Inops is a unique gaming experience, but be careful,
there are traps around every corner, and you need to keep an eye out! Game: Facebook: Twitter:
Top 10 things to do in Cleveland, Ohio Top 10 things to do in Cleveland, Ohio. Top things to do in

CLEVELAND: 1. National Air and Space Museum 2. Great Lakes Science Center 3. Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame and Museum 4. Cedar PointPark 5. WarehouseDistrict 6. Downtown 7
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Features Key:
Single Player

Two different game modes (Story and Battle)
Play against the computer

3 difficulties (Normal, Hard, Insane)
28+ Levels of increasing difficulty

Multiple weapons (Lace arrows, Torquebros, Forked Rod, Gun, Bow, etc)
Decent music and sound effects

Original gameplay, interesting and dynamic game mechanic

Ichth.ys Game Screenshots

Story Mode

    

Battle Mode
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